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Abstract20

Stratospheric profiles of the mean age of air estimated from cryogenic air21

samples acquired during a field campaign over Indonesia, the Coordinated22

Upper-Troposphere-to-Stratosphere Balloon Experiment in Biak (CUBE/Biak),23

are investigated by employing the boundary impulse evolving response (BIER)24

method and Lagrangian backward trajectories, with the aid of an atmo-25

spheric general circulation model-based chemistry transport model (ACTM).26

The ACTM provides realistic meteorological fields at one-hour intervals by27

nudging toward the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts28

Reanalysis-Interim (ERA-Interim). Since the BIER method is capable of29

taking unresolved diffusive processes into account, while the Lagrangian30

method can distinguish the pathways the air parcels took before reach-31

ing the sample site, the application of the two methods to the common32

transport field simulated by the ACTM is useful in assessing the CO2- and33

SF6-derived mean ages. The reliability of the simulated transport field has34

been verified by the reproducibility of the observed CO2, SF6, and water35

vapor profiles using the Lagrangian method. The profile of CO2 age is re-36

produced reasonably well by the Lagrangian method with a small young37

bias being consistent with the termination of trajectories in finite length of38

time, whereas the BIER method overestimates the CO2 age above 25 km39

altitude possibly due to high diffusivity in the transport model. In contrast,40
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the SF6 age is only reproducible in the lower stratosphere, and far exceeds41

the estimates from the Lagrangian method above 25 km altitude. As air42

parcels of mesospheric origin are excluded in the Lagrangian age estima-43

tion, this discrepancy, together with the fact that the observed SF6 mole44

fractions are much lower than the trajectory-derived values in this height45

region, supports the idea that the stratospheric air samples are mixed with46

SF6-depleted mesospheric air, leading to overestimation of the mean age.47
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1. Introduction49

The tropical atmosphere is characterized by the highest and coldest50

tropopause, as well as warm and humid air in the lower troposphere. In51

a study of stratospheric dryness, Brewer (1949) noted these features as the52

key to understanding the global-scale stratospheric circulation. His water53

vapor observations, along with the interpretation of the global ozone dis-54

tributions by Dobson (1956), led to the conclusion that the tropospheric55

air enters the stratosphere primarily through the cold tropical tropopause56

and spreads toward high latitudes. This Brewer–Dobson circulation (BDC)57

constitutes the basis of the dynamics as well as tracer transport in the58

stratosphere.59

The response of the BDC to natural and anthropogenic forcings is one of60

the central issues of current stratospheric research (Butchart 2014; Hasebe61

et al. 2018, hereafter referred to as H18). Modulation of the BDC, such as62

changes in the velocities, mass transport and pathways of circulation, is of-63

ten diagnosed by using stratospheric age of air (AoA), originally defined as64

the length of time elapsed since the air parcel entered the stratosphere (Kida65

1983). The AoA can be intuitively understood as the time lag of the concen-66

tration growth of “clock tracers” between the troposphere and stratosphere.67
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For example, successive observations of carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulphur68

hexafluoride (SF6), given their anthropogenically driven increase and chem-69

ically conservative nature, make it possible to use their stratospheric value70

as a time stamp of their entry into the stratosphere. As such, the delay of71

the time-series in the stratosphere relative to that in the troposphere could72

be a measure of the mean age (Elkins et al. 1996; Boering et al. 1996; Har-73

nisch et al. 1996; Patra et al. 1997; Andrews et al. 2001b). Accumulated74

observations of CO2 and SF6 mole fractions in the northern midlatitude75

stratosphere (e.g., Schmidt et al. 1987; Nakazawa et al. 1995; Engel et al.76

2002) have been used to estimate the long-term trend of mean age after77

careful consideration of the non-linearity in the growth of these species.78

The results show an increase (though not statistically significant) at a rate79

of 0.24 ± 0.22 years decade−1 (Engel et al. 2009). Although this rate has80

been reduced to 0.15± 0.18 years decade−1 by a recent study (Engel et al.81

2017), these estimates are still apart from the long-term decrease of mean82

age diagnosed by chemistry–climate models (e.g., Austin et al. 2007; Gar-83

cia et al. 2011). For example, Garcia et al. (2011) showed that the AoA84

trend derived from SF6 over the period 1965–2006 by the Whole Atmosphere85

Community Climate Model (WACCM) is −0.086 ± 0.011 years decade−1.86

Efforts are being made to resolve this disagreement by reducing uncertain-87

ties in both the observational and model estimates, such as those arising88
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from limited observational data of seasonally varying CO2 mole fractions89

and unavoidable use of parameterization schemes associated with a coarse90

model resolution (e.g., Garcia et al. 2011; Stiller et al. 2012; Diallo et al.91

2012).92

Any air mass is composed of a large number of air parcels, each with a93

different transport pathway and transit time. Such multiple pathways taken94

by the air parcels pose a fundamental difficulty in interpreting the mean age.95

A complete description of the age of a given air mass is thus captured by the96

age spectrum, which is a statistical distribution of the parcel transit times97

(Kida 1983; Hall and Plumb 1994; Waugh and Hall 2002). While an age98

spectrum is not directly observable, model simulations indicate that it has99

a long tail in the midlatitude stratosphere, which increases the mean age100

appreciably. Given that tropospheric air enters the stratosphere primarily in101

the tropics and that air parcels inside the “tropical leaky pipe” are relatively102

isolated from mid- and high latitudes by the subtropical mixing barrier103

(Plumb 1996; Neu and Plumb 1999), the mean age is relatively young in104

the tropical lower stratosphere and the age spectrum takes a compact shape105

due to transport by slow diabatic advection and very low contributions106

from the subtropical mixing and diffusion (Plumb and Eluszkiewicz 1999).107

The tropical stratosphere is also unique in that the ascending motion is108

visualized by the water vapor “tape recorder” (Mote et al. 1996). This109
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is independent of mean age since it is an imprint of seasonally varying110

tropopause temperature on the water vapor mixing ratio in the ascending111

air masses. All these features make the interpretation of the stratospheric112

mean age simpler in the tropics as compared to the midlatitudes. Above113

all, the observations in the tropics are quite limited.114

Motivated by these considerations, the Coordinated Upper-Troposphere-115

to-Stratosphere Balloon Experiment in Biak (CUBE/Biak), a field cam-116

paign over Indonesia, was conducted in February to March 2015 (H18).117

CUBE/Biak involved whole air sampling with the aid of balloon-borne cryo-118

genic samplers, radiosondes equipped with ozone, water vapor, and CO2119

sondes, optical particle counters, cloud particle sensor, and aerosol sam-120

plers, along with the continuous operation of aerosol lidar on the ground.121

The purpose of the present study is to assess the vertical profiles of AoA122

estimated from the mole fractions of CO2 and SF6 obtained by cryogenic air123

sampling in the CUBE/Biak campaign (Sugawara et al. 2018, hereafter re-124

ferred to as S18). The boundary impulse evolving response (BIER) method125

and Lagrangian backward trajectories are used for the estimation of the age126

spectra. In the former method, the stratospheric concentrations of trace127

gases are interpreted as the response to forcing in the source region (Hall128

and Plumb 1994; Waugh and Hall 2002). The latter method constructs the129

age spectrum by tracing a large number of air parcels in a three-dimensional130
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wind field by backward trajectories (Fueglistaler et al. 2005, H18). An at-131

mospheric general circulation model (AGCM)-based chemistry transport132

model (ACTM), which is nudged to European Centre for Medium-Range133

Weather Forecasts Reanalysis - Interim (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011)134

fields, is used for both methods. A concise introduction of the mathemati-135

cal formulation of the age spectrum is given in section 2. The observations136

and the model experiments, including the model evaluation and a brief re-137

view of the analysis methods, are described in section 3. The application138

of the model experiments to the CUBE/Biak observations are presented in139

section 4. Differences between the observationally and experimentally esti-140

mated mean ages are discussed in section 5. Finally, a summary is given in141

section 6.142

2. Age spectrum and mean age of air143

A mathematical formulation of the age spectrum was first presented by144

Hall and Plumb (1994). The tracer mixing ratio at a position r and time145

t, χ(r, t), is interpreted as a response to that at source region Ω at time t′,146

χ(Ω, t′):147

χ(r, t) =

∫ t

−∞

χ(Ω, t′)G(r, t|Ω, t′) dt′. (1)148

Here G(r, t|Ω, t′) is a Green’s function that specifies the contributions from149

Ω at various past times t′ to the mixing ratio at (r, t) (Waugh and Hall150
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2002). By introducing the transit time τ ≡ t− t′, Eq. (1) reduces to151

χ(r, t) =

∫

∞

0

χ(Ω, t− τ)G(r, t|Ω, t− τ) dτ. (2)152

Eq. (2) shows that G(r, t|Ω, t−τ) dτ is the mass fraction of air at (r, t) that153

had last been in contact with Ω between τ and τ + dτ ago. In other words,154

G(r, t|Ω, t− τ) specifies the distribution of elapsed time since stratospheric155

entry and is termed the age spectrum. In this sense, t and t′ are called the156

field time and source time, respectively. By definition, the mean age Γ is157

estimated as the first moment of the age spectrum:158

Γ(r, t) =

∫

∞

0

τG(r, t|Ω, t− τ) dτ. (3)159

The spectral width (spread) is often measured by ∆ defined as follows:160

∆(r, t) =

{

1

2

∫

∞

0

(τ − Γ)2G(r, t|Ω, t− τ) dτ

}1/2

. (4)161

3. Data and Method162

3.1 Mean age estimation from air samples163

The mole fractions of CO2 and SF6 derived from the air samples taken164

from the CUBE/Biak campaign are used to estimate the mean age of air.165

The overall uncertainties of the observed mole fractions are 0.1 µmol mol−1
166

for CO2 and better than 0.09 pmol mol−1 for SF6, leading to possible errors167

in the mean age of 0.3 to 0.4 years for CO2 and 0.4 to 0.5 years for SF6.168
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See S18 for the details of the preprocessing of collected samples. For this169

estimation, the age spectrum, having been assumed to take the form of the170

inverse-Gaussian distribution (Waugh and Hall 2002),171

G(τ ; Γ,∆) =

(

Γ3

4π∆2τ 3

)1/2

exp

[

−Γ(τ − Γ)2

4∆2τ

]

, (5)172

is sought to reproduce the observed mole fraction of the corresponding173

species by sweeping the parameter Γ. This function is known as the so-174

lution of the continuity equation for linearly increasing tracers in a one-175

dimensional diffusive system (Hall and Plumb 1994). While only one value176

(mole fraction) is known, the other parameter ∆ is assumed to be given177

by Γ through the relationship ∆2/Γ = 0.7 years. This value, called the178

ratio of moments, is suggested by Hall and Plumb (1994) from the results179

of a stratospheric AGCM and is found to give the best overall agreement180

between SF6-derived and CO2-derived mean ages in the northern mid- and181

high latitude stratosphere (Engel et al. 2002). Then the mole fraction at182

time t, derived by substituting Eq. (5) together with known tropospheric183

values χ0(t) into Eq. (2),184

χ(t; Γ,∆) =

∫

∞

0

χ0(t− τ)G(τ ; Γ,∆) dτ, (6)185

is compared with observations, and the parameter Γ that gives the best186

match to the observation is adopted as the observational estimate of the187

mean age. In the CUBE/Biak campaign, the tropospheric reference was188
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derived from direct measurements of air samples collected by the Compre-189

hensive Observation Network for TRace gases by AIrLiner (CONTRAIL)190

program (Machida et al. 2008; Sawa et al. 2008; Matsueda et al. 2015) in191

the tropical upper troposphere within the area 5◦ S–5◦ N and 142◦ E–150◦192

E at an altitude of 10–13 km (S18).193

3.2 Mean age estimation from model experiments194

The estimation of the mean age using the transport model ACTM relies195

on the age spectra derived by BIER and Lagrangian methods. The details196

are described below.197

a. Description of the model and simulation design198

The ACTM used in the present study was developed on the basis of the199

Center for Climate System Research/National Institute for Environmental200

Studies/Frontier Research Center for Global Change (CCSR/NIES/FRCGC)201

AGCM (Numaguti et al. 1997; Patra et al. 2009). It is configured as in Ishi-202

jima et al. (2010) to have 67 sigma levels from the surface to a height of ap-203

proximately 90 km with the horizontal resolution in T42 spectral truncation204

(equivalent to ∼ 2.8◦ × 2.8◦ latitude–longitude gridpoints). The cumulus205

convection parameterization scheme is the simplified Arakawa and Schubert206

scheme (Arakawa and Schubert 1974; Numaguti et al. 1997). The adjusted207
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cloud mass flux is used to calculate the updraft and downdraft due to cu-208

mulus convection. Gravity wave drag is calculated by a scheme of McFar-209

lane (1987). Influence of gravity wave on the stratospheric circulation in this210

and newer version of ACTM was discussed in detail by Patra et al. (2018).211

For the calculation of tracer transport, it applies a 4th order flux-form212

advection scheme using a monotonic Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM)213

(Colella and Woodward 1984) and a flux-form semi-Lagrangian scheme (Lin214

and Rood 1996). The second-order vertical eddy diffusion scheme of Mellor215

and Yamada with cloud effects (Mellor and Yamada 1982; Numaguti et al.216

1997) is applied for subgrid-scale vertical fluxes of meridional velocity, tem-217

perature, surface pressure, and mixing ratios of tracers. This model has218

been used in studies of the transport properties of chemical constituents219

such as nitrous oxide (N2O) (Ishijima et al. 2010) and in demonstrating the220

utility of a novel three-dimensional transport formulation (Kinoshita et al.221

2019).222

The simulation has been conducted by nudging the horizontal winds and223

temperature towards those of the ERA-Interim with the relaxation time of224

2.4 hours at 6-hour time intervals from 1 January 2000 to 31 March 2015.225

The choice of relatively strong nudging comes from our experience of ACTM226

simulations to better reproduce observed N2O and its isotopic ratios in the227

stratosphere (Ishijima et al. 2015). Sea ice and sea-surface temperature228
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(SST) fields are also supplied from the ERA-Interim at 6-hour time inter-229

vals. The first five years (January 2000 to December 2004) are regarded as230

the spin-up period and excluded in the following analysis. For the ozone231

field for radiative calculations, 6 hourly full-resolution model level data up232

to 1 hPa from the ERA-Interim (Dragani 2011), and above 1 hPa from233

United Kingdom Universities’ Global Atmospheric Modelling Programme234

(UGAMP) ozone climatology (Li and Shine 1995) are used. A supplemen-235

tary free run, in which nudging of horizontal winds and temperature to236

ERA-Interim is terminated after spinning up, is also made to see the effect237

of nudging on the transport features (section 4.2).238

For the estimation of age spectra, artificial inert tracers are released239

in temporal “pulses” from the source region placed at the tropical surface240

corresponding to the latitude band 15◦ S–15◦ N by setting their mixing ratio241

to a constant value (1 ppbv) for a month (pulse tracers). The releases are242

made in odd-numbered months; i.e., January, March, May, July, September,243

and November of each year throughout the simulation period (January 2005244

to March 2015), resulting in the release of 62 distinct tracers in total.245

b. Evaluation of the model performance246

Before moving on to the estimation of the age spectra, the performance247

of our ACTM is investigated by viewing the distribution of artificial tracers248
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described above. The pulse-wise release of inert tracers from a single source249

region helps avoid the complexity in describing the transport field. The250

latitude–height distribution of the simulated pulse tracers are examined in251

the averaged distribution of tracers released in the same calendar month252

but in different years from 2005 to 2013. The Northern winter transport253

field is investigated as an example in the top panels of Fig. 1 by examining254

the zonal-mean distribution of January-released tracers in (a) February of255

the first year (i.e., the next month) and (b) February of the second year256

(i.e., 13th month since release). Fig. 1257

During the few months after release (Fig. 1a), tracers are transported by258

the tropospheric Hadley circulation from the source region and stay mostly259

in the troposphere, except for some air entering the tropical tropopause260

layer (TTL) and the lower stratosphere (LS). The tropospheric tracers are261

trapped more in the winter hemisphere due to the deflection to the summer262

hemisphere of the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation. Stratospheric263

concentrations above the 400 K isentrope in the subtropics and in the low-264

ermost stratosphere at mid- and high latitudes are higher in the winter265

hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere, suggesting a stronger circula-266

tion towards the winter pole. One year later (Fig. 1b), the surface-released267

tracers have been transported into the stratosphere. A tropical maximum at268

around 500 K isentrope (∼ 50 hPa) indicates that a part of the tracers that269
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were widespread in the TTL one year earlier are pumped up into the trop-270

ical stratosphere. At the same time, some tracers, having leaked from the271

tropical pipe, are transported to the extratropics by quasi-isentropic mix-272

ing to create lower-stratospheric maxima in mid- and high latitudes. The273

altitude and sharpness of the maximum reflect the strength of the extra-274

tropical suction pump and permeability of the subtropical mixing barrier.275

The lower-stratospheric maxima, taking a value of > 0.12 ppbv in the mid-276

and high latitudes, are found at higher isentropic levels in the Southern277

Hemisphere, as a result of the seasonal and hemispheric anisotropy of both278

the shallow and deep branches of the BDC.279

The transport features described above are limited to those at a spe-280

cific time in the Northern winter. The temporal evolutions of a single pulse281

tracer at some representative altitudes and latitudes are shown in the bot-282

tom panels of Fig. 1 in the form of time series called the boundary impulse283

responses (BIRs) (Li et al. 2012a; Ploeger and Birner 2016). Here the284

values are scaled so that they express the probability distribution function285

(PDF) to be used in the mean age estimation (section. 3.2c). Curves in red286

and blue show those released in January and July, respectively. Since the287

coverage of our transport calculation is limited to ∼ 10 years from January288

2005 to March 2015, we show the five-year time-series of tracers by tak-289

ing the average of those released in January (red) and July (blue) of 2005,290
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2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Panel (c) shows the PDF over the equator291

(the average of two BIRs at 1.4◦ N and S) at 100 hPa, 50 hPa and 10 hPa292

pressure levels, and panel (d) illustrates that at latitudes 20.9◦ N, 46.0◦ N293

and 79.5◦ N at 50 hPa. The shading surrounding the thick lines are the294

five-year range between the maxima and minima. In the tropics, the BIR-295

peaks appear earlier and higher for the tracers released in January than in296

July on 100 hPa. However, this is not always the case for the 50 and 10 hPa297

levels. Upon the passage of westerly (easterly) wind shear associated with298

the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the lower stratosphere below these299

levels, the accompanying descending (ascending) motion will bring about300

later (earlier) BIR peaks (see Ploeger and Birner (2016)). The BIR at 50301

hPa over the equator reaches a maximum several months after release. At302

10 hPa, the transit time of about two years necessary for the surface tracers303

to reach a maximum agrees well with that in Li et al. (2012b) (see their304

Fig. 1 (top)), although the decay time appears longer in the present study.305

Sufficient mixing and recirculation occurs higher up at 10 hPa. Rapid isen-306

tropic mixing explains part of the widening of the age spectrum, explaining307

contributions from air parcels with large transit times due to back and forth308

recirculation between the tropical pipe and the midlatitudes. The latitu-309

dinal variation of the BIRs on 50 hPa shows a tendency for peaks to be310

later and smaller and the decay time to be longer at higher latitudes. The311
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seasonal dependency of our results at 20.9◦ N on 50 hPa agrees with that312

at 20◦ N on the 420 K isentrope (∼ 70 hPa) in Li et al. (2012a). That313

is, the January-BIR shows an earlier and higher peak than the July-BIR.314

These results agree with previous studies and are consistent with our current315

knowledge indicating that the AGCM realistically time-interpolates the dis-316

crete ERA-Interim wind data and simulates dynamical–physical processes317

of tracer transport reasonably well.318

c. Estimation of the age spectra by BIER method319

The age spectrum is a boundary propagator G(r, t|Ω, t− τ) introduced

in the form of a Green’s function (section 2). It could be estimated from the

response χ(r, t) by setting the tracer mixing ratio at the source region as

a “pulse” at τ = τi (≥ 0), that is, by substituting the Dirac delta function

δ(τ − τi) for χ(Ω, t− τ) in Eq. (2):

χ(r, t) =

∫

∞

0

δ(τ − τi)G(r, t|Ω, t− τ) dτ

= G(r, t|Ω, t− τi). (7)

Eq. (7) can be interpreted as a function of τi (≥ 0) for a fixed (r, t), and320

χ(r, t) is referred to as the BIR (Haine et al. 2008; Li et al. 2012a). In321

practice, δ(τ − τi) is approximated by the mixing ratio of an inert pulse322

tracer χ(Ω, t− τi) released at the source region Ω at the source time t− τi.323

The principle of this method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a.324 Fig. 2
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This method was modified by implementing multiple pulse tracers with325

different source time t− τi in a single transport calculation (BIER method)326

making it possible to estimate the time-dependent age spectrum efficiently327

(Ploeger and Birner 2016). In our experiment, 62 one-month pulses are328

introduced as χ(Ω, t− τi) (section 3.2a), creating 62 BIRs. These BIRs will329

build a BIR map for a point r with horizontal and vertical axes correspond-330

ing to the source time and field time, respectively. The age spectrum at r331

is the horizontal cut of the BIR map backward in source time at the field332

time t. As the transport calculations cannot last for an infinite length of333

time, the integration must be truncated at some finite length, which leads334

to errors in the age estimation. To overcome this, a tail correction has335

been applied in previous studies (e.g., Hall et al. 1999; Reithmeier et al.336

2008; Li et al. 2012a; Ploeger and Birner 2016). Following Ploeger and337

Birner (2016), an exponential function was fitted to each age spectrum de-338

rived from the transport calculations and the obtained decay rate is used to339

extrapolate the age spectrum to infinity. The mean age derived by applying340

the tail correction to the truncated age spectra is denoted by Γcorr in the341

present study.342 Fig. 3

The latitude–height section of the seasonal mean Γcorr is shown in Fig. 3343

with the potential temperature as the vertical coordinate. Since our sim-344

ulation design, the method of tail correction, and the use of ERA-Interim345
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meteorological fields mostly follow those of Ploeger and Birner (2016), it is346

possible to compare our Fig. 3 with their Fig. 4. There is good agreement347

in overall features including the seasonal asymmetry between the hemi-348

spheres, strong latitudinal gradient associated with the subtropical mixing349

barriers, small slope of contours in high-latitude LS in the summer hemi-350

sphere, and so on. However, there are some quantitative differences at high351

latitudes. In the case of the December–January–February (DJF) average,352

for example, the 4.5-year contour lies above the 650 K and 500 K surfaces353

at 90◦ S and 90◦ N, respectively, in Fig. 3, while it lies below 500 K and354

450 K, respectively, in Ploeger and Birner (2016), indicating that the mean355

age is younger by about 0.5 to 1.0 year in our ACTM. The younger age356

also appears in the June–July–August (JJA) average over Antarctica. This357

tendency is recognized from the AoA inter-comparison of global transport358

models; the ACTM nudged to Japanese 25-year Reanalysis (JRA-25; Onogi359

et al. 2007) horizontal winds and temperature showed the strongest con-360

vective mixing in the tropics and the youngest air at the high-altitude poles361

amongst the models that participated in the comparison (Krol et al. 2018).362

These features that suggest an overall underestimation of the mean age in363

mid-to-high latitudes are thought to arise mostly from slightly too diffusive364

vertical transport of the ACTM (Patra et al. 2018). Despite the availability365

of only 3 years (2012–2014) for estimating the multi-year age spectra, the366
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overall agreement is encouraging.367

d. Estimation of the age spectra by Lagrangian method368

The age spectra are estimated independently from the BIER method369

but relying commonly on the ACTM transport field by counting the transit370

time τ during the advection along each kinematic trajectory since the last371

passage through the top of the troposphere (Trtop) (Fig. 2b). In the present372

analysis, Trtop is taken to be the 355 K isentropic surface referring to the fact373

that the influence of tropical convective motion almost ceases at this level374

and diabatic forcing gradually changes to radiative heating in and above375

the TTL (Hasebe and Noguchi 2016). Calculations are terminated when376

the trajectories reach the bottom (ground surface) and the top (1 hPa pres-377

sure level) boundaries. The trajectory calculations thus conducted could378

be applied to reconstructions of stratospheric concentrations of water vapor379

by assuming that the air parcel retains the saturation water mixing ratio380

(SMR) that takes a minimum (SMRmin) at the coldest point along each tra-381

jectory from the troposphere to the stratosphere (the Lagrangian cold point382

(LCP)) (e.g., Bonazzola and Haynes 2004; Fueglistaler et al. 2005; Hasebe383

and Noguchi 2016). Similarly, stratospheric CO2 and SF6 concentrations384

are estimated by assuming that the air parcel conserves the mole fractions385

of these species at the time of the last passage through Trtop. These values386
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are set by referring to the CONTRAIL data compiled by S18 (section 3.1)387

considering the rapid uplift of air in the tropical troposphere. By compar-388

ing these values with observations, the validity of the trajectory calculation389

could be investigated, which is useful for examining the reliability of the390

obtained age spectra and mean age.391

The model parameters for calculating the kinematic backward trajec-392

tories are summarized in Table 1 comparing with those in our previous393

attempt (H18). Pressure levels of the ACTM additional to those of the394

ERA-Interim in the TTL help to better resolve the LCP, which is critical to395

the precise estimation of the “tape recorder” profile. The present study tries396

to resolve disagreements between the estimates from trajectory calculations397

and CUBE/Biak observations by increasing the number of trajectories and398

extending the integration period (Table 1). Improvements are not limited399

to these simulation settings. In addition to using the ERA-Interim analysis400

directly as 6-hour interval snapshots, the assimilated meteorological field401

created by nudging its horizontal winds and temperature to the ACTM are402

also used for trajectory calculations. In this case, one-hour averaged values403

are used at one-hour intervals (ACTM-NUDG). Table 1404
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4. Application to CUBE/Biak observations405

The vertical profiles of CO2 and SF6 ages estimated from the CUBE/Biak406

air samples by S18 are investigated by employing the BIER method and La-407

grangian backward trajectories in this section. Both methods take account408

of the interannual as well as annual variations of meteorological field, mak-409

ing it possible to compare with the results from CUBE/Biak field campaign,410

although possible deviations of March 2015 from climatological March can-411

not be ruled out.412

4.1 BIER method413

The age spectra corresponding to CUBE/Biak cryogenic air samples are414

shown in Fig. 4a. A unimodal distribution (about 0.3 years) and a rapid Fig. 4415

decrease (after ∼ 1 year) can be observed at some levels above the top of416

the TTL. Multimodal distributions with a long tail, caused by combination417

of annual cycle in upwelling and horizontal mixing between the extratropics418

and tropics, are found above 24 km. The long spectral tail considerably419

affects the magnitude of the mean age (Schoeberl et al. 2005; Li et al.420

2012b). These age spectra are used to estimate not only Γcorr, but also421

the spread of the transit times (∆) (Hall and Plumb 1994; Waugh and Hall422

2002). Calculations are extended to other latitudes and heights to construct423

the meridional section of Γcorr in March 2015 (Fig. 5). The deformation of424
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the contours at 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 years showing wavy structures in the tropics425

are due to the downward motion associated with the westerly shear of the426

QBO. The capability to estimate non-stationary age spectra for complete427

three-dimensional transport, including mixing, is one of the advantages of428

the BIER method (Ploeger and Birner 2016).429 Fig. 5

The values of Γcorr shown in Fig. 5 are derived by taking Ω at the trop-430

ical surface. On the other hand, the observational estimates of the mean431

age by S18 refer to the tracer concentrations in the tropical upper tropo-432

sphere. Therefore, it is necessary to address the difference in the definition433

of the reference time from which age counting is started before making di-434

rect comparison between the two. As is evident from Fig. 1, the excursion435

of the tropospheric air to the stratosphere depends on tropospheric trans-436

port features, including isentropic mixing with the air in the extratropical437

LS, and thus the mean age counted from the tropical surface is not al-438

ways a sum of the tropospheric residence time and the mean age counted439

from the TTL. Unfortunately, BIER calculations assigning Ω to the TTL440

are confronted with an alternative difficulty, that is, the assumption that441

considers the TTL as a single source region appears inappropriate due to442

its wide coverage in latitude and height. In the present analysis, we use443

the adjusted mean age defined by subtracting the transit time at Trtop from444

Γcorr for the comparison with the observational estimates. The mean transit445
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time at the level of Trtop varies with latitude between 30◦ N and S in the446

range 0.70 ± 0.05 years (mean ± standard deviation). The adjusted mean447

age (≡ Γcorr − 0.70 years) is then regarded as the stratospheric mean age448

estimated from the BIER method for the remainder of this paper.449

4.2 Lagrangian method450

The age spectra corresponding to the eight CUBE/Biak air samples as451

estimated by the Lagrangian method are shown in Fig. 4b in the resolution452

of two months as in Fig. 4a. We can see that the trajectory age spectra453

show higher peaks with narrower band width accompanied by more rapidly454

decaying spectral tail as compared to the BIER age spectra. The tail correc-455

tion applied to the Lagrangian age spectra has little effect on the mean age.456

In the case of Sample 8, for example, Γcorr is found to be 2.16 years, which457

is only 0.05 years longer than the uncorrected Γ (2.11 years). For the other458

air samples, the tail correction is smaller than that of Sample 8. Given that459

the meteorological fields are the same, we could expect that the differences460

have come from the nature of the trajectory calculations that rely on a fi-461

nite number of infinitesimal air parcels without taking irreversible mixing462

into account. Figure 6 compares the histograms of transit time and water Fig. 6463

mixing ratio for Sample 8 (∼ 28.7 km). In contrast to the long tail seen464

in the transit time distribution, water mixing ratio does not exhibit a long465
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tail since its spectral shape is a reflection of the LCP temperature through466

SMRmin. Such a contrast creates an appreciable difference in the vertical467

distribution of mean age as compared with the water vapor “tape recorder”468

(Waugh and Hall 2002).469 Fig. 7

Vertical profiles of mole fractions of CO2 and SF6, and the water mixing470

ratio, corresponding to the CUBE/Biak campaign are shown in Fig. 7. The471

results estimated using the ERA-Interim (triangles) remain almost the same472

as in the previous attempt (Fig. 11 of H18), resulting in much larger mole473

fractions of CO2 and SF6 and faster phase propagation of the water vapor474

“tape recorder” as compared with the observations (color). This result475

indicates that the truncation (≤ 1200 days) of age spectra in H18 is not476

the main reason for the deviations from the observations. In contrast, the477

application of the ACTM-NUDG field reproduces vertical profiles of CO2,478

SF6, and water vapor signals (squares) that are closer to the observations479

than the direct use of the ERA-Interim analysis. The profile of CO2 mole480

fraction is reasonably well reproduced, including the rapid decrease between481

18 and 25 km and near constant values above. The improvement is also482

confirmed for SF6 below 24 km. Above 25 km, however, the estimated SF6483

mole fractions remain much larger than those observed. These features are484

discussed in section 5. In contrast, ACTM free runs (ACTM-FREE) provide485

unrealistic values (not shown), indicating that the vertical advection is too486
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rapid. A remarkable improvement in the use of ACTM-NUDG on H18487

and the insufficient performance of ACTM-FREE are further discussed in488

section 5 investigating the vertical mass transport.489

4.3 Assessment of the mean age profiles490

The mean age profiles derived by BIER and Lagrangian methods are491

compared against those estimated by using observed CO2 and SF6 mole492

fractions. To avoid confusion, the adjusted mean age estimated by the493

BIER method (Γcorr−0.70 years) is denoted by Γbir; the mean age obtained494

by trajectory calculations (no adjustment after tail correction) is expressed495

by Γtrj; the observational estimates of the mean age from CO2 and SF6496

samples are written as ΓCobs and ΓSobs, respectively.497

The vertical distributions of mean age are illustrated in Fig. 8a, compar-498

ing Γbir (green triangles) and Γtrj (black crosses) with ΓCobs (blue circles)499

and ΓSobs (magenta squares) given by S18. Generally, Γbir tends to be older500

than Γtrj, but they are in good agreement below 26 km; Γbir is only 0.2501

years older than Γtrj from 18 km to 26 km. This is quite interesting in502

view of the different appearance of the age spectra (Fig. 4) providing an503

example in which varieties of age spectra are possible for a single value of504

mean age, as is demonstrated in Fig. 3 of Waugh and Hall (2002), since the505

entire spectral shape cannot be specified solely by the first moment (mean506
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value). Specifically, the difference between Γbir and Γtrj is 0.4 years or less,507

which roughly corresponds to that of each modal age. It implies that the508

contribution of the spectral tail is not crucial to mean age in the tropical509

lowermost stratosphere. Above 26 km, however, Γbir is ∼ 1.2 years older510

than Γtrj. For these altitudes, the modal ages are found at around 2.4 years511

in the BIER spectra while the highest peak is maintained to the left-hand-512

side (∼ 1.4 years) of the bimodal structure in the Lagrangian age spectra.513

Such a qualitative contrast may have resulted in the large difference in the514

mean ages. As expected from the good agreement of the trajectory-derived515

CO2 profile with observations (Fig. 7a), ΓCobs is reasonably well reproduced516

by Γtrj. That is, both ΓCobs and Γtrj increase gradually up to 25 km and517

stay nearly constant above it. On the other hand, Γbir continues to grow518

up to 29 km, deviating from ΓCobs at 28 and 29 km. ΓSobs also increases519

almost linearly up to 24 km as in ΓCobs. The reason why ΓCobs and ΓSobs520

appear almost constant over a large area between 25 and 29 km will be521

understood as follows under the recognition that the profiles of ΓCobs and522

ΓSobs reflect those of CO2 and SF6 concentrations (crosses (×) in panels523

(a) and (b) of Fig. 7) in the manner in which the aged (young) air roughly524

corresponds to low (high) mole fractions. The termination of aging above525

25 km is interpreted as the effect of the transport of aged air down to 25 km526

associated with the secondary circulation of the QBO. The equatorial zonal527
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wind during the sampling period showed a strong westerly shear accom-528

panied by distinct warm anomalies (Fig. 5 of H18) implying a descending529

motion in the altitudes between 25 and 28 km. The downward motion was530

so strong as to make the age spectra at the altitudes of 27 and 29 km almost531

identical (Fig. 4), and displaced the 3.5-year BIER-age contour downward532

over the equator leading to a wavy structure illustrated on the meridional533

plane (Fig. 5).534 Fig. 8

5. Discussion535

In the present study, the BIER method and Lagrangian backward tra-536

jectories are applied to investigate observationally estimated mean ages in537

the tropical stratosphere. In some studies, atmospheric transport models538

are used to conduct clock tracer experiments, in which an inert tracer is539

released from a region in concentrations linearly increasing with time. In540

these experiments, the mean age at a location r is directly obtained as541

the time lag between the occurrences of a particular mixing ratio at r and542

the source region Ω. Usually, Ω is taken at the ground surface implying543

that the mean age is defined as the transit time taken all the way from544

the surface to r. The problem is there arise inevitable ambiguities in that545

the mean age depends on the setting of Ω through the tropospheric trans-546

port properties (e.g., Krol et al. 2018). The situation is the same in the547
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BIER method employed here. As is mentioned in section 4.1, we have taken548

the simplest way in which Γbir is adjusted by subtracting the mean transit549

time at Trtop from the estimated mean age to attain correspondence to the550

observational estimates. Although our transport experiment did not have551

such an idealized tracer, we have unpublished results from a clock-tracer552

experiment which was conducted with the same experimental conditions as553

the present study except for the assignment of Ω having been the six low-554

est layers over the whole globe. Although it is not suitable for making a555

strict comparison, the estimated mean age appears slightly younger than556

that from the BIER method in the troposphere and the extratropical lower557

stratosphere due probably to the extended latitudinal coverage of the source558

region. The mean transit time at the level of Trtop between 30◦ N and S is559

0.08±0.05 years, which is shorter than 0.70±0.05 years in the BIER method560

(section 4.1). If this difference is taken into account, the mean age of air561

corresponding to the CUBE/Biak samples agrees reasonably well between562

the two methods.563

The assessment of observationally estimated CO2 and SF6 mean ages564

using the BIER and Lagrangian methods (section 4.3) reveals some inter-565

esting features. The difference between Γbir and Γtrj can be understood by566

the following two factors. One is related to the tail of the age spectrum.567

The tail correction is not critically important in dealing with the tropical568
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stratosphere with 10-year back trajectories (section 4.2), while more than569

50 % of the mean age comes from the tail when the transit time is cut-off570

at 4 years in the BIER method applied to the extratropical stratosphere (Li571

et al. 2012b). This contrast suggests that the entrainment of “ancient” air,572

incorporated in the BIER method through diffusion and mixing but not573

considered in the trajectory calculations, makes Γbir systematically older574

than Γtrj. The second factor is related to the termination of the trajectory575

calculations upon arrival at the model top. In the BIER method, the trans-576

port calculations extend from the surface to approximately 90 km, while577

the trajectory calculations are restricted to the region below 1 hPa (∼ 50578

km). In the case of Sample 8 (Fig. 6a), for example, about 3 % of released579

parcels (252 out of 8559) have reached the top boundary without crossing580

Trtop during the 10-year backward calculation. They descended from the581

mesosphere (above 1 hPa) to the high-latitude stratosphere along the deep582

branch of the BDC, rapidly migrated to the tropics by quasi-isentropic mo-583

tion, and reached the tropical middle stratosphere following slow diabatic584

ascent. The mean transit time of those air parcels until they reach the top585

boundary along the back trajectories is found to be ∼ 3.9 years for Sample586

8. It suggests that the mean transit time of such parcels since the last pas-587

sage through Trtop will be at least several years, which is much greater than588

Γtrj (derived without taking these parcels into account), ΓCobs and ΓSobs.589
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Therefore, the omission of these parcels in mean-age estimation must have590

brought about underestimation in Γtrj relative to Γbir to some degree even591

if their relative population is only 3 %. It is also responsible for making592

Γtrj younger than ΓCobs and ΓSobs above 25 km. That is, the absence of593

mesospheric air parcels in the Lagrangian calculations leads to the higher594

mole fractions (Fig. 7) and the younger mean age (Fig. 8) than the obser-595

vational values. The difference between Γtrj and ΓSobs becomes even larger596

due to the perceived overestimation of ΓSobs arising from the mesospheric597

loss of SF6 (Andrews et al. 2001a; Reddmann et al. 2001; Waugh and598

Hall 2002; Stiller et al. 2012; Ray et al. 2017, S18). That is, the down-599

ward transport of SF6-depleted mesospheric air is misinterpreted in ΓSobs600

as the persistence of the aged air that entered the stratosphere when the601

tropospheric SF6 mole fraction was low.602

For the estimation of ΓCobs, the constraint on the ratio of moments603

(∆2/Γ = 0.7 years; section 3.1) could be crucial in the tropical lower strato-604

sphere where the seasonal variation of the tropospheric CO2 has not yet605

decayed appreciably. The ratio of moments was re-examined by Hauck et606

al. (2019) in their recent study of the method for deriving age spectra. They607

determined a value of 2.0 years for the annual mean value in the lower strato-608

sphere. Our results from the BIER and trajectory methods (see Fig. 8b)609

suggest that it is an increasing function of altitude below 25 km, and that610
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the values estimated by the Lagrangian method are significantly smaller611

than 0.7 years, although those obtained by the BIER method are close to612

0.7 years. A series of ΓCobs calculations is conducted independently to each613

level as sensitivity tests by sweeping it covering the range obtained from the614

BIER and trajectory methods. Fortunately, the fluctuations of ΓCobs stay615

within the observational uncertainties in the parameter range from 0.05 to616

2.00 years, and there is no need to revise the former estimates in S18. An617

important finding of the present study is that ΓCobs becomes a multi-valued618

function of CO2 mole fraction at some specific altitude and time due to the619

propagation of the seasonal cycle of CO2. Such an occurrence is not unusual620

in the tropical lower stratosphere, where the tropospheric seasonal cycle is621

robust to mixing. In the case of the CUBE/Biak samples, for example, the622

CO2 mole fraction of ∼ 397.9 ppm at 18.5 km in February 2015 falls into623

this singularity, if the ratio of moments is as small as 0.05 years. In such624

cases, ΓCobs cannot be uniquely determined from the observed CO2 mole625

fraction, emphasizing the importance of the use of realistic values of the626

ratio of moments in the age estimation from CO2. The importance of this627

ratio is also evident from a different perspective, which is the long-term628

trend of the mean age. The slope of 0.15±0.18 years decade−1 (Engel et al.629

2017) updated from 0.24 ± 0.22 years decade−1 (Engel et al. 2009), in the630

Northern midlatitude stratosphere is further reduced to 0.07 years decade−1
631
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when the model parameters are revised; the value suggested for the ratio632

of moments is 1.25–2 years (Fritsch et al. 2020). Thus, the age estimation633

based on the measurements of trace gases should be made carefully consider-634

ing the reality of the parameters assumed in the analysis. Current research635

effort appears to be directed to the development of new methods to estimate636

age spectrum without assuming its shape. Podglajen and Ploeger (2019)637

and Hauck et al. (2019, 2020) introduced inverse methods to retrieve age638

spectrum by taking the advantages of different transit-time dependencies639

of multiple age tracers. Though the applicabilities of these methods to ob-640

served air samples still await further investigation, the future direction will641

be the application of multiple tracers to better constrain the stratospheric642

transport features including the mean age.643 Fig. 9

The nudging of ERA-Interim into our ACTM greatly contributed to644

the improved reproducibility of the CUBE/Biak observations of CO2, SF6,645

and water vapor (section 4.2 and Fig. 7). The effect of data assimilation646

on the lower stratospheric age spectra was investigated by Schoeberl et647

al. (2003). They found that the kinematic trajectories calculated in the648

data assimilation system show excessive vertical dispersion and excessive649

latitudinal exchange, shifting the age spectra to younger transit times. Data650

assimilation also affects the representation of stratospheric circulation in the651

model. Based on chemistry-climate model intercomparison, Chrysanthou et652
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al. (2019) showed that nudged AGCMs present slightly stronger upwelling653

than the free-running versions, and appreciably stronger upwelling than the654

respective reanalysis in the tropical stratosphere. However, the excessive655

vertical dispersion and intensified upwelling in the nudging field cannot ex-656

plain the improvements we documented in section 4.2, since both effects will657

make the CO2 and SF6 mole fractions from the ACTM-NUDG run (square)658

greater than those from the ERA-Interim run (triangle), which leads to a659

further deviation from the observations (Fig. 7). The specific feature of660

our ACTM-NUDG is the use of one-hour averaged one-hour interval wind661

fields. Figure 9 compares the time-series of three-dimensional wind compo-662

nents at 0◦ longitude and 70 hPa over the equator. The horizontal wind663

components of ACTM-NUDG mostly follow ERA-Interim winds. However,664

nudging the winds to reanalysis will not necessarily reproduce the most665

realistic diabatic circulation profiles (Chrysanthou et al. 2019). There is666

some tendency for the vertical wind fluctuations to be smaller in ACTM-667

NUDG than in ERA-Interim, possibly due to the dynamical constraints of668

the AGCM. The standard devisions are 5.2 × 10−3 Pa s−1 (1.395 N) and669

4.3×10−3 Pa s−1 (1.395 S) for ACTM-NUDG, and 6.6×10−3 Pa s−1 for ERA-670

Interim. The time evolution in one-hour intervals combined with the noise671

reduction by averaging for one hour in ACTM-NUDG may be the reason for672

the slower (and probably more realistic) vertical displacement of kinematic673
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trajectories. On the other hand, the ACTM-FREE run exhibits much larger674

amplitude variations than the ACTM-NUDG run and ERA-Interim analysis675

for both the horizontal and vertical wind components. Despite the dynam-676

ical consistency without interruption by nudging, the variations in vertical677

wind appear rather noisy, which causes more rapid and possibly spurious678

vertical displacement of air parcels in the model. The time evolution of679

the meridional location of air parcels corresponding to Sample 8 is provided680

as a supplementary movie. We can see that air parcels gradually descend681

in reverse time sequence, and stay mostly inside the “tropical pipe” with-682

out appreciable latitudinal dispersion during the Northern winter (January683

and February 2015). The vertical advection is fastest in ACTM-FREE and684

slowest in ACTM-NUDG. By June 2014, an appreciable number of ACTM-685

FREE air parcels have descended back into the troposphere. In contrast,686

any air parcels are scarcely found in the troposphere in ACTM-NUDG.687

ERA-Interim shows features intermediate between the two. The difference688

in the vertical advection must be directly coupled to the age spectra as well689

as the water vapor spectrum.690

6. Summary691

An atmospheric general circulation model-based chemistry transport692

model, assimilating ERA-Interim with the nudging method, has been used693
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to assess the mean age profiles estimated from the CO2 and SF6 mole694

fractions observed during the CUBE/Biak field campaign. The age spec-695

tra corresponding to individual air samples are obtained by applying the696

BIER method and Lagrangian backward trajectory calculations. The BIER697

method has an advantage in that unresolved mixing and diffusion are in-698

corporated in the age spectra through the transport model simulation. By699

distinguishing specific paths of air parcels before reaching the point of in-700

terest, the Lagrangian method is capable of confirming the reliability of the701

transport calculations by assessing the reproducibility of the observed CO2,702

SF6, and water vapor.703

The important findings are summarized as follows. The profile of CO2704

mean age is reproduced reasonably well by back trajectories, but the agree-705

ment with the BIER method is limited to below 25 km, probably due to706

some excessive diffusivity of the transport field in the upper tropical strato-707

sphere. The SF6 mean age is reproduced only below 24 km by trajectory708

calculations. Above 25 km, observed mole fractions (mean ages) of SF6709

are much smaller (older) than those from Lagrangian estimation. These710

results are consistent with the notion that the SF6 mean age is overesti-711

mated by mixing with SF6-depleted mesospheric air, while the air parcels712

of mesospheric origin are missing in the Lagrangian age estimation.713

A valuable insight from this study concerns the use of long-duration714
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kinematic trajectories in age estimation. While the trajectory calculations715

referring to instantaneous 6-hour interval reanalysis data are unsuccessful716

in reproducing observed features, significant improvements are attained by717

using one-hour averaged hourly wind field data provided by the AGCM as-718

similating the reanalysis data. This study also reconfirms the difficulty in719

estimating the mean age from tracer observations. The age spectra esti-720

mated from our analysis do not support the widely used assumption that721

the ratio of moments is constant at a value of 0.7 years. Observations of722

multiple trace gases and other variables independent of mean age, such as723

the gravitational separation (Ishidoya et al. 2013; Belikov et al. 2019, S18),724

will be useful to constrain the stratospheric transport features.725
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Appendix: List of Abbreviations737

ACTM Atmospheric general circulation model -

based Chemistry Transport Model

ACTM-FREE ACTM free run

ACTM-NUDG ACTM nudged to ERA-Interim

AoA Age of air

BDC Brewer-Dobson circulation

BIER Boundary impulse evolving response

BIR Boundary impulse response

CCSR/NIES/FRCGC Center for Climate System Re-

search/National Institute for Environmental

Studies/Frontier Research Center for Global

Change

CONTRAIL Comprehensive Observation Network for

TRace gases by AIrLiner

CUBE/Biak Coordinated Upper-Troposphere-to-

Stratosphere Balloon Experiment in Biak

738
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DJF December–January–February

ERA European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts Reanalysis

JJA June–July–August

LCP Lagrangian cold point

LS Lower stratosphere

PDF Probability distribution function

PPM Piecewise Parabolic Method

QBO Quasi-biennial oscillation

SMR Saturation water mixing ratio

SMRmin minumum SMR

SST Sea-surface temperature

Trtop Top of the troposphere

TTL Tropical tropopause layer

UGAMP United Kingdom Universities’ Global Atmo-

spheric Modelling Programme

WACCM Whole Atmosphere Community Climate

Model
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Fig. 1. Monthly mean distributions of surface-released pulse tracers (ppbv)
in (a) February of the first year, (b) February of the second year from
release in January. The dotted yellow line is the tropopause position
(defined by World Meteorological Organization). Area covered by the
purple lines represents the TTL. White curves show the transformed
Eulerian mean residual stream function (kg m−1 s−1). Evolution of
January (red) and July (blue) BIRs on (c) 100, 50, and 10 hPa over
the equator and (d) 50 hPa at 20.9, 46.0 and 79.5◦ N. The thick lines
are the average of five BIRs for tracers released from 2005 to 2009,
while the shading shows the BIR range among the five releases.
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the concept of the age spectrum at a
location r and time t calculated by (a) Boundary Impulse Evolving
Response (BIER) and (b) Lagrangian backward trajectory methods.
Thick yellow lines show the the subtropical mixing barriers. Hatched
area shows the tropical tropopause layer (TTL). Purple area depicts the
location of CONTRAIL observations used as the upper tropospheric
reference record. χ(r, t) is the mixing ratio at (r, t). χ(Ω, t− τi) is the
mixing ratio at the source region Ω (shaded area) at the source time
t− τi. Dashed arrows illustrate the propagation from the source region
to stratospheric air parcel by the boundary propagator G(r, t|Ω, t− τi)
in the BIER method. Solid wavy arrows are the trajectories in the
Lagrangian method, in which the count of transit time commences
with the last passage through 355 K isentrope. LCP is the Lagrangian
cold point defined as the coldest point along each trajectory. The insets
represent the shape of the age spectrum at (r, t).
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Fig. 3. Zonal mean distribution of three-year averaged mean age in the
Northern Hemisphere winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) obtained by the
BIER method. The potential temperature (K) is taken as the vertical
coordinate.
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Fig. 4. Age spectra estimated by the (a) BIER method and (b) Lagrangian
method corresponding to the altitudes of eight cryogenic air samples
acquired during CUBE/Biak 2015. The temporal resolution is two
months in both panels.
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Fig. 5. Latitude–height section of the mean age in March 2015 estimated by
the BIER method using tracers released from January 2005 to March
2015 at the tropical surface (15◦ S–15◦ N). The age correction is applied
using the transit time from the 4th to 10th years. The 355 K and 400
K isentropes are shown as white lines bounded between 30◦ N and S
indicating the location of Trtop and the top of the TTL, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Spectra of (a) transit time (days) and (b) water mixing ratio (ppmv)
estimated by the trajectory calculations, corresponding to Sample 8
from the CUBE/Biak observations. The Trtop is taken to be the 355
K isentrope and the saturation mixing ratio at the Lagrangian cold
point is used to determine the final water amount carried to the strato-
sphere. Kinematic backward trajectories for 3652 days (10 years) rely-
ing on ACTM simulations nudged to ERA-Interim meteorological fields
(ACTM-NUDG) are used.
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of mole fractions of (a) CO2 (ppm), (b) SF6 (ppt),
and (c) water vapor mixing ratio observed by the cryogenic frostpoint
hygrometer (CFH) in red (ppmv). Observational estimates from air
samples (S18) are shown in color, while the red line shows the observed
water vapor profile depicted in H18. Triangles and squares denote
the estimates from ERA-Interim and ACTM-NUDG trajectory calcu-
lations, respectively. The vertical bars are the ranges for air sampling
and the initialization height range for trajectory calculations. Only
the troposphere-to-stratosphere transport (TST) trajectories, defined
as those traceable down to the 340 K isentrope recording an SMRmin

in the TTL, are used.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the vertical profiles of (a) mean age (Γ) and (b)
ratio of moments (∆2/Γ) estimated by the BIER method (Γbir; green),
back trajectories (Γtrj; black), and cryogenic samples of CO2 (ΓCobs;
blue) and SF6 (ΓSobs; magenta). ΓCobs and ΓSobs, taken from S18, are
obtained by assuming the ratio of moments ∆2/Γ to be 0.7 years at all
altitudes. Horizontal bars correspond to the uncertainties associated
with the laboratory analysis to derive CO2 and SF6 concentrations.
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Fig. 9. Time-series of the zonal (u), meridional (v), and vertical (ω)
wind components at grid points 0◦ longitude from ERA-Interim (black
crosses) over the equator, together with those from ACTM nudged to
ERA Interim (red) and the ACTM free run (blue) at 1.395◦ N and S
(the latitudes closest to the equator from the available Gaussian lati-
tudes). ERA-Interim winds are provided as instantaneous values every
6 hours, while ACTM winds are given as hourly averages.
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1 Model parameters for the backward trajectory calculations.1090

H18 refers to those of Hasebe et al. (2018), while ACTM-1091
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sis corresponding to the ACTM nudged to ERA-Interim and1093

ACTM free run, respectively. All pressure-level data are con-1094
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Table 1. Model parameters for the backward trajectory calculations. H18
refers to those of Hasebe et al. (2018), while ACTM-NUDG and ACTM-
FREE are those of the present analysis corresponding to the ACTM
nudged to ERA-Interim and ACTM free run, respectively. All pressure-
level data are converted by interpolation of model level data.

Run H18 ERA-Interim ACTM-NUDG ACTM-FREE 

Meteorological 

field 
ERA-Interim pressure-level data 

Nudged to 

ERA-Interim 

10-year free run 

initialized  by 

ERA-Interim 

Pressure levels 

(hPa) 

1000, 975, 925, 900, 875, 850, 825, 

800, 775, 750, 700, 650, 600, 550, 

500, 450, 400, 350, 300, 250, 225, 

200, 175, 150, 125, 100, 70, 50, 30, 

20, 10, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 

140, 130, 120, 115, 110, 105, 95, 

90, 85, 80, 75 in addition to the 

left 

Horizontal 

Resolution 
1.5° longitude × 1.5° latitude 

2.8125° longitude × 64 Gaussian 

latitudes 

Time 

Resolution 
6 hours instantaneous 1 hour average for an hour 

Integration 1200 days 3652 days 

Initialized 

Particles 

1134 (sample 1) to 

2187 (sample 8) 
4438 (sample 1) to 8559 (sample 8) 
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